
General Knowledge | Brain Teasers | Comprehension Exercises

Hi! My name is Mila. 

Remember me? We met on
Disney.BYJU’S Early Learn App. I am from 

Ordinary County.

Can I tell you a secret? Do you promise not to
tell anyone? Not even my brother Ezra!

I have a badge and when
it glows, I turn into

Kid Inc – the superhero.
Incredible, right?

Well, I love being a superhero.
For now, I have some school work
to finish. Superheroes have to do

homework too! 

Will you help me? I will finish it
faster with your help. 

Let’s get started!
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ACTIVITY 1
Around the globe with Kid Inc

ACTIVITY 2
Grammar Time with Miss Mala!

ACTIVITY 3
Mental Gymnastics with Ms Meridiem

ACTIVITY 4
Secret Superhero Work for O�icer Michael!

ACTIVITY 5
Fun with Ezra!

BONUS
Stickers Included
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Vietnam

Around the globe with Kid IncACTIVITY 1

Flag of

Vietnam
Capital:    Hanoi

Currency:   Vietnamese Dong

Currency Code:   VND

Continent:    Asia

Language:    Vietnamese

REFERENCE:
https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/vietnam/  |  https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/geography/countries/article/vietnam
https://www.eyeonasia.gov.sg/asean-countries/know/overview-of-asean-countries/vietnam-a-country-profile/  |   https://vietnam.gov.vn/geography-68963  
https://www.britannica.com/place/Vietnam  |  https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Vietnam/345817  |  https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/  
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/Vietnam/277598  |  https://www.cia.gov/the-world-factbook/countries/vietnam// 
https://vietnam.gov.vn/culture-68969  |  https://www.collinsdictionary.com/  |  https://www.merriam-webster.com/
Retrieved on 9th June 2022
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Vietnam is a long, narrow country in Southeast Asia, forming a 'S' 
shaped patch of land, and generally enjoys a warm but rainy climate. 

Mountains and hills cover two thirds of Vietnam’s mainland,
while its jungles are home to rare, precious animals and plants.
The forests of Vietnam are of two broad categories: evergreen 
forests and deciduous forests.

Evergreen (adjective) (of a tree or bush) – That has green leaves all 
through the year

Deciduous (adjective) (of a tree, bush etc.) — That loses its leaves 
every year

Highland (adjective)  – Connected with an area of land that has hills 
or mountains
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As far as their dressing style is concerned, the people of Vietnam 
prefer thin and lightweight clothing that are well-ventilated for 
tropical weather. Weddings, funerals, holidays, and traditions are all 
related to Vietnamese village communities. Country celebrations are 
held all year, but especially in the springtime, when there is less 
farming to be done.

Ventilate (verb) – To allow fresh air to enter and move around a 
room, building, etc.

Custom (noun) – An accepted way of behaving or of doing things in
a society or a community

Internal migration and net emigration has occurred in Vietnam over 
the last several decades, both for humanitarian and economic 
reasons.

Emigration (noun) – The act of leaving your own country to go and 
live permanently in another country
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Instruction:  Read the aforementioned passage and answer
the questions

1. Vietnam is shaped like the letter                                    .

a. S b. P c. T

2. Mountains and hills cover two thirds of the mainland.

a. ½ – 1/2 b. ⅔ – 2/3 c. ¼ – 1/4

3. What’s the colour combination of Vietnam’s flag? 

a. Red and Yellow b. Orange and Yellow c. Red and Orange

4. Which one of the following words mean the opposite of ‘ventilate’?

a. Restrict b. Suppress c. Both A & B

5. Vietnam never experienced any warfare.

a. True b. False



Instruction: Solve this word search puzzle to identify
di�erent punctuation marks

Grammar Time with Miss Mala!ACTIVITY 2

77
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1. Instruction: Complete the design by replacing the question mark

Mental Gymnastics with Ms MeridiemACTIVITY 3

A.

B.

C.

D.

?
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2. Instruction: Identify the missing pieces of the pattern

? ?

None of the above

? ?

None of the above

None of the above

? ?
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Secret Superhero Work for O�icer Michael!ACTIVITY 4

1. Find the correctly spelt word

a. Abcence b. Absance

c. Absence d. Absense

2. Unscramble the word:  C  P  I  E  L  N? 

Instruction: Do as directed
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3. Think and answer the question

     A. The stationery stores in Jaipur are closed on the weekends. 
     B. Reema’s stationery store is closed today.

Can we then say that - Reema’s stationery store is in Jaipur? 

a. Yes b. No

c. Need more information

4.  Complete the sentence by choosing the correct option

I am hungry                 tired after the sports class

a. Also b. And

c. Both A & B d. None of the above

5.  Which one of the following words cannot be made using the
       letters: R, E, O, P, E, N

a. Peek b. Rope

c. Prone d. Pen
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Instruction: Spot six di�erences between the two images given below

Fun with Ezra!ACTIVITY 5
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Instruction: Find twelve hidden objects in the picture
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Instruction: Fill this image with your favourite colours
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BONUS STICKERS
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SOLUTIONS

ACTIVITY 1

1. a. S    2. b. ⅔ – 2/3  3. a. Red and Yellow

4. d. Both A & B  5. b. False

ACTIVITY 2



SOLUTIONS
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ACTIVITY 4

1. c. Absence   2. Pencil  3. C. Need more information

4. b. And    5. d. Peek

ACTIVITY 3

1. A.       2. D. None of the above 

3. A.        4. B.



SOLUTIONS
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ACTIVITY 5


